CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH – SPEAKING TEST – PART 2
TYPICAL QUESTIONS

FCE LEVEL
HOW
How are the people’s environments making them feel?
How influential are these types of media?

WHAT/WHICH

I think they might be feeling (relaxed and calm/
embarrassed and upset / excited and happy/
disappointed and irritated / afraid and anxious/
happy and proud / misunderstood and sad /
anxious and tense/ powerless and helpless /
powerful and confident/ confused and conflicted...
probably because…

What /Which + (adj) + noun
What reasons might these people have for moving abroad?
Which environmental problem do you think is the most
serious?
Which sport is more interesting for people to watch?
Which of these sports do you think is the most challenging?

I think/ I believe that the (noun) that … is/are …
because…
I think that the reasons that these people have for moving
abroad are s that the pictures show are… because…

Which photo represents a more serious crime and why?

I believe that the invention that has affected our lives the
most is… because…

Which of these inventions has affected our lives the most
and why?

I think that the most serious environmental problem is …
because…

Which of these naturals disasters is easiest to prepare for?
What/Which + verb + noun…

I think that… is/are/ might be … because…

Which do you think is a more serious problem?
What makes an occasion special?

I think that … is a more serious problem than …
because…

What are the advantages and disadvantages of living in
these two places?

I believe that what …. is/are/ might be… because
I believe that what makes an occasion special is…
because.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF… ( TWO QUESTIONS IN ONE)
What are the advantages and disadvantages of living abroad for a short time?
I think that the advantages and disadvantages are the same / are diametrically opposed in that …

__________________________________________________________________________________________

WHO/TO WHOM

Obviously , it has to someone who … because…

Who would be able to live in these places?

WHY
Why might each situation be stressful?
Why might people be afraid of these things?
Why are these things important for the protection of the
environment?
Why might someone break these rules?

I guess that …

I think/believe that (subject) might be / is probably
/are… because…
I think that each situation might be stressful because…
I believe that people are probably afraid of these things
because...

Why is it important for people to do some form of
exercise?
Why did the people choose to dress this way?
Why are these forms of technology important to people?
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